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1. Purpose 

At this time, the DCA recommends, for purposes of DWR development of the Delta Conveyance Project 
(Project) draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR), that tunnel segments would be obtained from an offsite 
commercial precast plant that had been permitted for many types of projects. However, DCA considered 
the types of facilities that would be required if use of those commercial industries were not available. This 
technical memorandum (TM) describes various potential locations, sizes, and improvements for sites used 
to fabricate precast tunnel segments, an integral part of the final conveyance tunnel. The purpose of this 
TM is to: 

• Estimate potential locations of precast tunnel segment construction facilities 
• Determine the approximate area needed for each potential facility 

2. Geometric Properties of Tunnel Segments  

This TM was developed based on assumed tunnel alignments extending between 38 and 45.5 miles from 
the intakes on the Sacramento River near Hood, California to a new pumping plant near the existing Clifton 
Court Forebay (Figure 1). These assumed tunnel alignments are based upon the Central and Eastern 
corridors identified by DWR in the Delta Conveyance Project Notice of Preparation (DWR, 2020). 

This TM assumed the following geometric properties for the tunnels between the intakes and the pumping 
plant, as shown on Figure 1:  

• Internal diameter (ID): 36 feet 
• Segment thickness: 18 inches 
• Segment width: 6 feet 
• Number of segments in each ring: 7 segments plus 1 key segment 
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Figure 1. Preliminary Tunnel Alignments 
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This TM also addresses the South Delta Connection Facilities tunnels from the new Southern Forebay to 
the existing State Water Project Harvey O. Banks Pumping Plant (Banks) intake canal. The South Delta 
Conveyance Facilities tunnels would be twin tunnels approximately 2 miles in length. The tunnel lining 
used for these tunnels assumed the following geometric assumptions:  

• ID: 40 feet 
• Segment thickness: 24 inches 
• Segment width: 6 feet 
• Number of segments per ring: 8 segments plus 1 key segment 

The exact tunnel diameters and liner geometry are critical in planning for the precast facility to determine 
the number of different size segments that need to be produced. Each additional size would require 
different molds, and possibly separate casting beds. 

3. Precast Tunnel Segment Construction Facility  

The precast tunnel segment construction facility (PTSCF) footprint requirements vary, depending on an 
analysis of precast tunnel segment casting rate verses the tunnel driving rate, which would determine the 
amount of segment storage and plant area needed at the production site. Discussions with DCA team 
members with experience in tunneling projects indicated that approximately 30 acres is typically needed 
for this type of facility. The land needs to be generally flat with an all-weather surface. The facility needs 
to have all-weather access to the transportation network to import and export raw materials and 
completed works, as well as transport personnel.  

The PTSCF utility requirements are water, power, and fuel supply and storage. High-speed internet and 
telephone services are also required for the most efficient operation. The facility requires the following 
areas and components: 

• A concrete batch plant 
• Associated aggregate storage 
• Quality control (QC) and quality assurance (QA), and management buildings 
• A curing facility 
• A system of molds for fabrication 
• Overhead cranes 
• A large, level storage area 
• Storm water detention basins 
• Office space 
• Craft parking and facilities 

Also required is construction equipment to feed the batch plant, move mixed concrete, consolidate mixed 
concrete in the molds, and move other materials (for example, reinforcing, molds) and completed 
segments. The PTSCF facilities are generally considered to be temporary, fully removed at the end of the 
project, and the land remediated and restored to original condition.  

For this TM, it is assumed that a separate PTSCF would be commissioned for each tunnel diameter and 
drive by each individual contractor. Another option would be to construct one to three facilities in the 
project vicinity to supply all tunnel drives. A combination of these approaches also could be considered. 
Given the length of the tunnels, the duration of the program, and the logistical challenges of producing 
segments at potential launch shaft locations, additional study would be needed once a contracting 
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strategy becomes more formalized during subsequent design development following environmental 
approval. 

4. Precast Tunnel Segment Construction Facility Logistics 

PTSCF logistics include considerations for the following: 

• Raw materials 
• Haul and access routes 
• Precast tunnel segment production 
• Operations 

4.1 Raw Materials 

To produce a minimum of 7 rings per day for a 36-foot ID tunnel, a ready-mix concrete batch plant would 
need to produce approximately 300 cubic yards (cy) of concrete per day. Ready-mix concrete consists of 
cement, coarse aggregate, fine aggregate, water, and potential admixtures. Given the relatively small 
volumes of cement and aggregates, delivery of materials to the batch plant is expected to be by truck for 
the Project. Reinforcing steel, reinforcing fibers, or both would be needed for the precast tunnel 
segments. Delivery of these materials is expected to be by truck for the Project. Certain inserts would be 
required for the ultimate interconnection of the segments into rings within the tunnel system. Delivery of 
these materials is expected to be by truck for the Project.  

Sufficient electrical power would be needed to operate the precast facility. This could be provided by the 
existing electrical grid, new power sources, or temporary onsite generation. Sufficient water would be 
needed for producing ready-mix concrete, curing, cleaning the molds, and other site activities. Water 
supply is expected to be available through municipal sources at the potential facilities. 

4.2 Haul and Access Routes 

Each PTSCF would need efficient and reliable transportation routes for delivering raw materials to the 
PTSCF and delivering completed segments from each PTSCF to the launch shafts. Potential material haul 
modes could consist of any combination of rail, barge, and truck. Consideration should be given to locating 
each PTSCF where more than one transportation option exists or could be reasonably constructed.  

Access for crews that operate the plant would also be a critical factor and would be carefully considered 
in conjunction with the existing road network if constructed in the Delta or immediate vicinity, as mass 
transit by rail or ferry is not readily available in these areas. Haul and access routes are addressed in the 
Logistics Strategy TM (DCA, 2021). 

4.3 Precast Tunnel Segment Production 

The length of each tunnel drive controls the total number of precast segments to be produced. The rate 
of tunnel boring machine (TBM) advance controls the rate of production of precast segments. The PTSCF 
would be expected to be constructed approximately 6 months prior to commencement of TBM operations 
for any tunnel reach with segments for approximately 680 rings. A ring is defined as all segments and the 
key segment necessary to complete the tunnel lining ring.  

Following manufacturing of the initial segments, the segments would continue to be manufactured at a 
rate at least equal to the expected TBM advance rate. For an average TBM advance rate of 40 linear feet 
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in a single working day, 7 rings would be required for each day. The rings stored onsite would operate as 
a contingency for days that exceed the average advance rate to provide approximately 97 production days 
(5 months). The storage of the additional segments at the launch shaft would reduce future risks if there 
were issues at the PTSCF or the transportation system. Table 1 summarizes the estimated number of rings 
(groups of segments completing a ring) based on the assumptions listed. 

Table 1. Estimated Number of Tunnel Rings and Assumptions 

Reach Tunnel ID (feet) Width of Ring  
Ring Composition 
(segments + key) 

Main Tunnel 36 5 feet 10.5 inches 7 + 1 

South Delta Conveyance Tunnel 40 5 feet 10.5 inches 8 + 1 

 

For the purpose of this TM, approximate tunnel lengths were assumed, as listed in Table 2.  

Table 2. Approximate Tunnel Lengths 

Reach Length (miles) ~No. of Rings ~No. of Segments and Keys 

Main Tunnel Eastern Corridor 40.29 to 45.29 35,455 to 39,855 283,640 to 318,840 

Main Tunnel Central Corridor 37.35 to 39.62 32,868 to 35,637 262,944 to 278,928 

South Delta Conveyance (twin tunnels 
for both Eastern and Central corridors) 

2.02 3,556 32,004 

Notes: 

~ = approximate 

No. = number 

4.4 Operations 

As precast technology has become increasingly sophisticated, techniques for constructing segments have 
evolved in terms of speed of construction and curing so that segments are ready for incorporation into 
the work more quickly. Methods vary by facility and generally include high early strength concrete, 
external vibration, and steam curing. Precast technologies include plants with one of two approaches:  

• Assembly line facilities, where the molds travel to the work crews (carousel)  
• Crews work at fixed locations (fixed mold or stationary molds), where the segments are constructed 

using stationary molds, and the crews move to each mold location 

The parameters used to determine the best facility type are not addressed in this TM. 
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5. Precast Tunnel Segment Construction Facility Characteristics 

5.1 Precast Tunnel Segment Construction Facility Locations 

Given the Eastern and Central corridor tunnel alignment options, and specifically the launch shaft 
locations, the PTSCF options must be evaluated for a variety of characteristics related to logistics, 
including: 

• Available space 
• Zoning 
• Utilities 
• Options for efficient transportation of raw and finished materials 
• Equipment and workers 
• Cost and schedule considerations 

The two options considered for PTSCF, included on-site at launch shafts and off-site within and outside 
the study area 

5.2 Onsite –PTSCFs at Launch Shaft Sites 
Locating the PTSCF at the launch shaft sites would ideally result in the most efficient solution for 
manufacturing and transportation of tunnel segments for the contractor. The space needed would be 
dependent on the contractor’s means and methods which could result in smaller plant and storage areas 
and more efficient operations. There are also several disadvantages associated with having PTSCF located 
at the shaft sites as described below: 

• Accommodating a PTSCF would increase the overall area of the launch shaft sites by approximately 
30 acres. 

• Additional agricultural land would be temporarily lost to accommodate the extra land needed for the 
PTSCF.  

• The PTSCF would create additional environmental impacts in already sensitive area. 

• The PTSCF would require substantial amounts of water to manufacturer tunnel liner segments. 

Due to the limitations at the tunnel launch shaft sites at Twin Cities Complex, Bouldin Island, Lower 
Roberts Island, and Southern Complex, placement of the onsite PTSCF would not be included in the 
project. 

5.3 Offsite –PTSCFs  

To determine whether there were potential concrete batch plant locations near the Project tunnel launch 
shaft sites, properties with appropriate sizes and in areas with zoning that could include a concrete batch 
plant were identified. Attachment 1 includes a list of properties that are appropriately sized, located 
within areas zoned for a potential PTSCF, and close to various transportation options to convey the tunnel 
segments to the tunnel launch shaft sites. No analyses were conducted on these specific properties, 
adjacent land uses, or other potential constraints associated with city or county general plans and other 
land use limitations. Use of these or similar properties would require extensive analyses and coordination 
with property owners and regulatory agencies. 
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Alternatively, owner-controlled PTSCF would allow the owner to contract separately with suppliers to 
produce tunnel segments for the Project. This greater control would include inclusion of specific PTSCF 
facilities in the Project environmental documents and permit applications and reduce the need for 
supplemental analyses. The cost of manufacturing the tunnel segments could potentially be reduced 
through economies of scale and by using only a minimum number of facilities to produce all the segments. 
However, the disadvantages with this approach would be that the owner would assume the risk of 
delaying the construction schedule and for quality performance. By concentrating the manufacturing of 
the precast segments to a minimum number of facilities, more storage areas at both the PTSCF and the 
launch shafts would be required to support uninterrupted tunnel construction along multiple drives.  

The precast facilities would be housed in either new or existing buildings. The interior space would need 
to be sufficiently sized for the operation of the plant, quality testing activities, and management activities. 
If these facilities would be located within the construction locations in the Delta, the facilities would be 
removed following construction. Examples of existing and previously used PTSCF are described in the 
following subsections. 

5.3.1 Traylor Brothers Inc. Precast Facility - Littlerock, California 

The Traylor Brothers Inc. (TBI) Precast Facility in Littlerock, California is located at 625 East Avenue Street, 
approximately 65 miles northeast of Los Angeles, and occupies 22 acres of leased property. The precast 
facility consists of two metal buildings, each approximately 20,000 square feet (ft2) in area, a concrete 
batch plant, and 17 acres of storage area (TBI, pers. comm., 2020a).  

As recorded on the TBI website, the plant has produced segments for the following projects (TBI, 2020b): 

• City of Los Angeles North Outfall Sewer – East Central Interceptor Sewer and Northeast Interceptor 
Sewer tunnels in the Los Angeles, California area 

• Metropolitan Water District Arrowhead tunnels in San Bernardino, California 

• The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LA Metro) Red Line tunnel in 
Los Angeles, California 

• San Diego County Water Authority San Vicente Pipeline tunnel in San Diego, California 

• The City of Los Angeles Avenue 45 tunnels, LA Metro’s Regional Connector 

Currently, this plant is producing tunnel segments for LA Metro’s Purple Line Segments 1 and 2 (LA Metro, 
2017-2019). 

The precast plant consists of Building 1, used for segment production; and Building 2, used for 
reinforcement cage production and material storage (Figure 2 shows the layout). Equipment descriptions 
and fabrication steps are as follows: (TBI, pers. comm., 2020a, 2020b): 

1) Carousel equipped with eight rings of tunnel segment molds, and each ring consists of six segments. 

2) Twelve molds on the fabrication line, 12 molds on curing line channel A, 12 molds on curing line 
channel B, and 12 molds on curing line channel C. 

3) Overhead crane located between Buildings 1 and 2 is used to transport completed reinforcing cages. 

4) Wire mesh cage carousel holds assembled reinforcing cages for distribution to the molds. 

5) Concrete batch plant, with a 2.6-cy concrete mixer; concrete is delivered by flying bucket. 
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6) Before introducing water to the mixer, the moisture content of all dry materials (aggregate, cement, 
fly ash) is analyzed by microwave moisture sensors. 

7) Water heater and chiller is used to maintain concrete temperature during cold and warm weather. 

8) Poly fibers are added into the mixer with compressed air assistance. 

9) Curing room maintains temperature up to 180 degrees Fahrenheit (°F) (170 feet long by 40 feet wide 
by 7 feet 6 inches high). 

10) Steam generator produces steam to cure segments in not less than 5.5 hours; there are three zones 
(Z1 less than 120°F, Z2 is 110 to 140°F, and Z3 has no steam pipes and is subject to carry over steam 
and heat). 

11) Demolding crane vacuum lift removes segment from the mold and places it on the segment rotator 
(segments can be demolded when strengths are greater than 2,000 pounds per square inch [psi], and 
verified by concrete cylinders that have been steam-cured). 

12) Segment rotator rotates segment 180 degrees so that intrados faces up, and then the segment is 
lowered onto a transfer trolley. 

13) Segment transfer trolley transfers the segments to the gasket glue station, gasket clamp station, final 
inspection station, and to the segment staking slab. Curing compound is applied. 

14) Molds are cleaned so that the surface finish is free from irregularities, and form oil is applied; insert 
placement (dowels, grouting, and handling inserts) occurs prior to the cages being installed. 

15) Segments are transported by forklift in stacks of three to the storage area and stored in stacks of six. 

16) Once the segments achieve a strength of 6,500 psi, they are shipped to the site by flatbed 2 per truck 
load due to weight limitations. 
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Source: Image supplied by TBI 2020 
Figure 2. Traylor Brothers Precast Facility Plant Layout Littlerock, California.  
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5.3.2 Confab Lathrop Site 

Name: Confab Lathrop Precast Facility (Figure 3) 
Address: 1910 Lathrop Road, Lathrop, California 95330 
Size: ±17 acres  
Features: Onsite ready-mix plant, with rail and road access 

 
Source: Google Maps  

Figure 3. Confab Lathrop Precast Facility  
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5.3.3 Kie-Con Site 

Name: Kie-Con Precast Facility (Figure 4) 
Address: 3551 Wilbur Avenue 
Antioch, California 94509 
Size: ±28 acres 
Features: Onsite ready-mix plants (two each), with barge and road access 

 
Source: Google Maps  

Figure 4. Kie-Con Precast Facility  

5.3.4 Port of Stockton Site 

A 45-acre site off the western end of Fremont Street near the Port of Stockton was used as a precast yard 
for the recent California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) replacement project of the eastern span 
of the Bay Bridge. The site was demolished following construction (Caltrans, 2018).  

6. Summary 

Multiple precast segment plants would be required to produce tunnel segments for this program. The size 
of each plant is dependent on the total number of segments required and the schedule for production, 
but it is likely that plants will require approximately 10 acres for offices, materials storage, concrete batch 
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plant, and casting facilities. Segment storage space is dependent on contractor means and methods which 
include tunneling schedule, on-site segment storage, segment production schedule, segment delivery 
schedule and transportation method (truck or rail) and segment fabrication facility storage space. The 
total acreage required could be several times the space required for the batch plant and casting facility. 
The current assumption for the segment casting facility is that it would not be located at the tunnel 
construction site and that tunnel segments would be delivered from off-site facilities. It is also assumed 
that only limited storage of segments is onsite to reduce the size of the working site required. 
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Source: Map prepared by DCA. 
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